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books by jeremy deller author of the uses of literacy - jeremy deller has 15 books on goodreads with 261 ratings jeremy
deller s most popular book is utopia, biography of jeremy deller widewalls - jeremy deller is a british conceptual video and
installation artist he won the turner prize in 2004 deller is known for his battle of orgreave 2001 a reenactment of the actual
battle of orgreave which occurred during the uk miners strike in 1984, jeremy deller it is what it is - beyond the white walls
2012 english magic 2013 it is what it is 2009 middle class hero 2012 our hobby is depeche mode 2006 procession 2009
sacrilege 2012 so many ways to hurt you 2010 the battle of orgreave 2001 the bruce lacey experience 2012, jeremy deller
it is what it is artbook d a p 2012 - jeremy deller it is what it is conversations about iraq published by creative time books
text by nato thompson as part of the 2009 creative time presented project it is what it is british artist jeremy deller born 1966
encouraged the public to address the conflict in iraq by inviting a revolving cast of participants to take up residence in new
york s new museum and discuss the war, how artist jeremy deller is bringing the iraq war home to - how artist jeremy
deller is bringing the iraq war home to americans this time the new york public art body creative time lent a hand a dutch
activist got the ball rolling though by getting in touch to say he had shipped a wrecked car out of iraq to exhibit in an anti war
protest, jeremy deller s artists book after the gold rush - jeremy deller british 1966 has been known for his art work that
pulls his audience into actively discussing and confronting political social and historical issues his video work english magic
2012 on view now until august 2014 at the hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden is an example of this dynamic, jeremy
deller creative time - about jeremy deller jeremy deller was born in 1966 he lives and works in london his works trans
historical and presenting freedom of expression as a social vector of sense and values initiate a dialogue between cultures
people past present and what the future could be in the lead up to the uk s 2017 general election, jeremy deller art
monographs and museum exhibition catalogs - the vinyl factory is proud to announce an exclusive art and music
collaboration with turner prize winning artist jeremy deller coinciding with his first major retrospective solo show at the
hayward gallery opening 22 february 2012, jeremy deller joy in people elmgreen and dragset the - jeremy deller joy in
people elmgreen and dragset the fourth plinth review the life cycle of keith moon is lovingly recorded in black and white
paintings and above the polaroids of party goers their faces faded to featureless moons a parental voice recedes in trailing
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